Abstract-Interference between automotive radars decreases the sensors' detection capabilities. It is possible to use digital beamforming (DBF) in multi-antenna systems to reduce the power received from certain directions of arrival (DoA). If digital beamforming is used to mitigate the effect of an interferer, it is shown that it is not sufficient to cancel the DoA of an interferer alone, if an I-Q mixer is not present. Additionally, a second DoA must be blinded out. A DBF system which performs this task is presented. Experimental and simulated results support the mathematical derivation and show possible improvements with DBF.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the widespread usage of radar in driver assistance systems and a run towards autonomous driving, the density of radar sensors operating simultaneously on the road is increasing. However, the available bandwidth is limited. This increases the probability that sensors disturb each other, leading to unwanted interference. Automotive radars typically use modulation schemes with linear frequency ramps, like FMCW or chirp sequence modulation. Therefore, interference of such systems is considered in the following.
Interference from other sensors can decrease the distance between target peaks and noise floor [1] , [2] . To prevent a reduction of the signal to noise ratio, a possible countermeasure is the usage of digital beamforming (DBF) to remove an interferer's influence. DBF to cancel out interference between automotive radars has already been addressed in [3] . In [3] , the direction of an interferer is estimated in time domain and afterwards canceled using an adaptive beamformer. Here, we will compare an estimation of the interferer's direction in time and frequency domain. This direction is then notched out. An adaptive beamformer is not used here, as only a single interferer with known location shall be removed. It will be shown that it is not sufficient to just notch out the one direction where the interferer is located, but that its power is split over two directions in space domain. This effect occurs if no I-Q mixer is used, and its consequences will be investigated in the next sections.
The paper describes the occurrence of interference between automotive radars, followed by the DoA (direction of arrival) estimation of an interfering signal. Then, the mathematical model to cancel the interference with a beamformer will be derived. Results from simulations and measurements support the theoretical derivations and indicate the possible performance. 
II. SETUP OF THE DIGITAL BEAMFORMER

A. Problem Description and Background Knowledge
A scenario is considered in which two radar sensors transmit linear frequency ramps as in Fig. 1 . As the sensors transmit at the same time in overlapping frequency bands, the frequency ramps cross each other. When a ramp falls within the receiver bandwidth of the other sensor (indicated by the dotted line), time limited interference occurs. For the non-parallel ramps, this results in an increase of the overall noise floor in the spectrum [4] . This could happen in a setup as shown in Fig. 2 , in which the car on the left lane passes the car on the right. A blind spot sensor can cause interference from close proximity.
As digital beamforming is used to mitigate this effect, its basic working principle is described. Between two elements (e.g. the i-th and (i + 1)-th) of a receiving array, each signal will be phase-shifted by ∆ϕ i+1,i according to its angle of incidence ϑ:
The distance d between the two receiving elements with signal phases ϕ i (t) and ϕ i+1 (t) and the wavelength λ of the signal are known. The input signals s i (t) of the different receiving elements are multiplied by weighting factors w i . The sum of these products is the beamformer output s(t) [5] :
Because of the Fourier Transform's linearity, the operation in (2) can also be applied in the frequency domain.
B. Detection of the Direction of Arrival of an Interferer
In this section, it is shown why the power of an interferer is split over two different incidence angles. Afterwards, the DoA estimation of an interferer is explained.
In a chirp sequence or FMCW modulated radar system without an I-Q mixer, each target in the radar channel yields a baseband signal of the form
Signal processing is done by calculating a Fourier Transform. Each exponential function in (3) results in one peak in the frequency spectrum. Those two peaks are symmetric, see Fig. 3 . Only one half of the spectrum represents positive distances, so the ambiguity can be solved. If multiple receiving channels are present, the DoA of a target can be determined by applying an estimation algorithm on that peak, which corresponds to the positive distance. If the estimation is applied on the other peak, it will result in the same DoA with opposite sign, as the two peaks are complex conjugate. If a DoA estimation is performed on the time domain data, this results in both DoAs, as the real valued time domain signals contains the two complex conjugate exponential functions, see (3) .
The DoA of the interferer is estimated in time or frequency domain. For estimation in time domain, the interference must be detected, e.g. with a power detector, as the interference affects only a part of the signal. Afterwards, a DoA estimator is applied, as in [3] . Such an estimation is also done for an interference free part of the time domain signal. The difference
The constant frequency of the baseband signal of a radar target leads to two peaks separated in the positive and negative half of the spectrum.
of both estimations leads to the DoA of the interferer, but there will be two solutions. As mentioned before, the power of the interference is spread over the whole frequency spectrum. Thus, the DoA estimation in the spectrum can be done for any frequency bins. For a signal from a target, the DoA in the spectrum is unambiguous. But, for an interfering signal the DoA estimation in the spectrum yields two angles of arrival with opposite signs. This behavior can be explained by the properties of the Fourier Transform. In time domain, the interfering signal s(t) is described generally as
The coefficients a and b are here arbitrary variables, T 0 indicates the point in time when the interference is occurring. A more detailed description of the equation is given e.g. in [2] . Information on the interference's DoA is included in the timeindependent variable b which appears with opposite sign in the two exponential functions. For the Fourier Transform of (4), it can be stated that
with S(f ) = F{s(t)}. In (3), each exponential function led to a single peak on one side of the spectrum for target responses.
For an interference, this is not the case, compare Fig. 4 .
Because of e j(a(t) (4) is present in both the negative and the positive side of the spectrum, also their angular information is present there. Therefore, the interference spreads its power onto two angles in each bin of the spectrum. This leads to the problem that a beamformer must cancel both of those angles in order to completely remove the interference induced noise floor. This problem can be avoided by using an I-Q mixer, as this kind of mixer removes one of the exponential functions in (4).
C. Removing Undesired Signals
A system with four receiving channels is considered to demonstrate how an interference can be removed. The method is not limited to four receiving channels, but in the measurement setup the same amount is available. In the frequency spectrum, an interfering signal on channel i is modeled as
The subscript int is related to the interference, S int (f ) is its frequency response common on all channels. According to (1), there is a different phase ϕ i on each channel. Two exponential functions are summed up in (7), which means the interfering signal appears at two angles with opposite sign. When the direction of the interference source is determined as shown above, then the phase differences between the channels can be calculated. The interfering signal at any frequency bin is present as a sum of two complex vectors, each varying over the channels by ±∆ϕ i . The weights of the beamformer are chosen in a way that the interfering signal is canceled in two channels:
This leads to
Accordingly, for w 3 and w 4 follows w 3 = 1 (11)
This operation removes the interference related to the phase shift +∆ϕ i . To completely remove the interference, one pair of weights has to be adjusted to address the interference with phase shift −∆ϕ i . So, w 3 and w 4 are multiplied with a complex value a such that
A digital beamformer with the weights w 1 , w 2 ,ŵ 3 = aw 3 and w 4 = aw 4 will cancel the interference completely, while using the weights (9) -(12) removes only half of the interference power. When the interference is removed completely, no more degrees of freedom for choosing the weights are left. This means, that it is not possible to optimize directions of interest with the beamformer anymore. It will be seen in the measurement section, that the target signals will be arbitrarily amplified or damped. To additionally amplify signals from certain directions, an array with more elements is required. 
III. SIMULATIVE VERIFICATION
The receiving array consists of four non-uniformly spaced elements with antenna distances larger than λ/2, so the array has high side lobes. The radar parameters used for the sensor affected by interference are a center frequency of 76 GHz and a bandwidth of 800 MHz. Interference is caused by a CW signal at 76 GHz. The interference source is located at an angle of −10
• and a distance of 6 m. Additional targets are at 6
• , 4.6 m, and 12
• , 3.4 m. To estimate the incidence angle of the interference, the Capon Algorithm [5] is used. In Fig. 5 the DoA estimations of the interferer are shown for both the time domain samples and the frequency spectrum. When bins including strong peaks of targets are excluded from the frequency domain estimation, it is assured that the result of the estimation belongs to the interference signal. The interference is estimated at the angles ±10
• in both cases. This matches with the statement that the interference appears under two angles of incidence. In the figure, the DoAs of the targets cannot be seen properly, although they should be present in the time domain estimation. The reason is, that the interference with the much higher amplitude dominates the estimation.
With the two DoAs known, the interference is removed from the spectrum using the weights w 1 , w 2 ,ŵ 3 andŵ 4 according to (9) -(14). In the simulation, the interference induced noise floor was reduced by approximately 40 dB.
IV. MEASUREMENT
Measurements were taken in an anechoic chamber with targets and an interference source at the same locations as in the simulations. The victim sensor is a chirp sequence modulated automotive radar, also with parameters according to the simulation. As an interference source, a CW signal at 76 GHz is fed to a horn antenna. The victim was rotated on a turntable, so it was possible to create scenarios with different angles towards targets and interferer.
With the interferer and two targets at positions according to the simulations, beamforming is used to cancel the interference with the weights derived above. The beamformer output is shown in Fig. 6 (blue curve), all curves are normalized to the power of the strongest target (corner reflector in 4.6 m). It can be seen that the interference induced noise floor (red curve) is removed nearly completely compared to the same uninterfered signal (green curve). Obviously, the target related to the interferer (distance 6 m) is reduced. Fig. 7 shows, how the beamformer is amplifying or damping signals depending on their DoA with the chosen weights. The target at 6
• is slightly less amplified than the target at 12
• is a notch for the interferer, but there is no second notch at +10
• for its second incident angle. The calibration required for real DBF systems transforms this power to another incident angle, which is then canceled by the beamformer.
By rotating the victim radar, different angles towards the interferer are set. For multiple scenarios, the average noise floor is calculated. The region of the spectrum containing the three targets is not considered for these calculations. Table I shows the average noise floors calculated with the interferer under different DoAs. The noise floor when canceling only one incidence angle of the interferer (by setting a = 1 in (14)) is compared to the noise floor when two DoAs are canceled. The comparison of the different noise floors with the interfered and interference free signals shows, that removing only the interferer's DoA is not sufficient to evade its effects. It is required to additionally cancel the second DoA according to the interferer. Also, it is possible to reach a better SNR as in the interference free case with the gain of the beamformer. The data was again normalized to the power of the strongest target as in Fig. 6 .
V. CONCLUSION
When using digital beamforming to remove interference between automotive radars, it is not sufficient to remove only the direction of an interferer if no I-Q mixer is used. It was proven that the interferer will split its power onto two angles of incidence. In an ideal system, the second angle is exactly that of the interferer just with the opposite sign. By estimating an interferer's DoA, the required weights to cancel its influence with a digital beamformer can be determined. In measurements, an interference induced noise floor of up to 15 dB could be removed from the spectrum. However, the SNR of targets can also decrease. In simulations, it was possible to achieve an improvement of the SNR of 40 dB.
